FEATURES

18 An environmental haven
Scott MacCallum visits Fairhaven Golf Club and meets a man whose enthusiasm for this job knows no bounds.

25 Thanks!
Three BIGGA Higher Education Scholarship Scheme Graduates talk about their careers and how they have benefited from Ransomes Jacobsen funding.

31 Turf War for invasive root Nematodes
Hilary Knight talks with Dr Colin Fleming, the world’s leading authority on Nematodes.

36 Grow wild on the golf course
Linda Laxton offers a guide to planting wild flowers.

39 Harrogate Preview
What to expect and what to look out for next January.

49 Preventing winter green damage
Jim Cook reports from Norway on how greens are protected from damage.

52 Take a fresh look at the problem of worm casts on turf
Graham Paul looks at the on-going problem and gives you the opportunity to earn two BASIS points.
REGULARS

6  Newsdesk
13 Chairman’s Word
14 GTC
15 Learning and Development
16 Industry Update
17 What’s Your Number – Richard Campey
56 Letters
57 Dealer of the Month
60 Around the Green
63 Assistant Profile
67 Chief Executive
68 Membership
69 Diary of Events
70 In the Shed
82 Soapbox – Sean Sullivan